**Instructions**

Each printable page contains two copies. Students will need only 1.
1) Print the cover and seven tabbed pages.
2) Cut these pages in half vertically, so that you can provide each student with only one copy.
3) An optional page with of lines in provided for additional types of conflict.
4) Have students cut out the pages.
5) After filling in the information, stack the pages in order based on the tabs.
6) Staple down the left side to form a book.

**Clipart Credits**

**Blog Posts**

This organizer was created to use with a series of blog post. The posts contain the definitions and examples needed for students to complete the organizer. Here are the links and dates for each blog post:

- [Person vs. the Environment Conflict](#) – publishing 3/30/2017
- [Person vs. Society Conflict](#) – publishing 4/6/2017
- [Person vs. Technology Conflict](#) – publishing 4/13/2017
- [Person vs. Self Conflict](#) – publishing 4/27/2017
- [Person vs. Person Conflict](#) – publishing 5/4/2017
- [Person vs. Supernatural Conflict](#) – publishing 5/11/2017

**Where to Find Additional Resources**

- [Gay Miller’s Teacher Pay Teachers Store](#)
- [Gay Miller on Pinterest](#)
- [Book Units Teacher Website](#)
- [Book Units Teacher Blog](#)
Person vs. Society

Definition

Examples
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